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The United States has gone from a culture where
5% of babies were born to single mothers to
where now 40% of babies are born to single
mothers. Forty percent of men attending church
on Sunday admit to having accessed pornography
the previous week. The average age of first
exposure to pornography is 11 years old. There is
a growing epidemic of child-on-child sex abuse.
How did we go from chastity to condoms in one
generation? How did we get from “the bride wore
white” to “fifty shades of grey”? We will discuss the
consequences of the sexual revolution and how to
reverse the effects.
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While we were busy in our churches doing good
things, the enemy was at our state capitols wreaking
havoc on sexual morality and marriage through the
revision of statutes and public policy. The
pornography crisis (it’s not your grandfather’s Playboy
magazine), the STD crisis, gender confusion — it’s
all evidence that something is wrong. The new
epidemic of child-on-child sex abuse begs the
response — NOW IS THE TIME TO STOP THIS
"ANYTHING GOES" SEXUALITY!
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from the Bride Wore White
to Fifty Shades of Gray

Sunday,
October 21

1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
The Library Center
4653 S. Campbell Ave.
Springfield, MO
Women, men, and
mature teens are
welcome and
encouraged to attend!

CWA of Missouri’s new presentation will connect the
dots between Alfred Kinsey and this sex-saturated
culture in which we now live. Most people believe the sexual revolution just
happened, that times changed. We show how the laws were changed and THEN
the people’s behavior changed. The law sets the standard. The law is the teacher.
Once we see the path and reason why America was brought to this point of
sexual immorality and breakdown of the family, we can plan a course back to
God’s plan for sexuality and true freedom.
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Please come join us and be part of the way back to sexual sanity. “Stand beside
the roads and watch. Ask for the ancient paths, where the good way is. Walk in it
and find rest for yourselves.” -Jeremiah 6:16
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